
2018 World Youth Modelship Competition

I. Place & time:

Place: Warsaw, Poland

Time: Aug.4-10, 2018

II. Competition Section:

1. M section: Mini Mono

2. S section: F5-550

3. NS section: F4-B

III: Rules

A. M section: Mini Mono (Assembling+driving) Max 60 competitors

1. Each competitor will get the Mini Mono Kit from organizer, including: one of hull, parts, motor,

esc, radio, battery and charger.

2. Competitors prepare their own AMB (MY lap). This will be used in the boat.

3. Extra parts can be bought through the organizer if necessary. Competitors is not allowed to

use any parts or equipment which is not approved by organizer except radio.

4. Competitors should assemble and adjust the boat under the instruction of teacher or coach

by themselves.

5. Assembling and adjustment will be in the first 3 days, and we will have competition of sailing

in the later 3 days.

6. Driving competition rule is according to Naviga Mini Mono rule.

7. There will be maximum 8 competitors in each team. Running time is 6 mins. 5 heats in

preliminary.Points system will be used in preliminary as below:

1st place 02nd place 3rd place 4th place 5th place 6th place 7th place 8th place

0 1.7 3 4 5 6 7 8

The latest points you get in 3 heats will be added together. Top 8 will be in final. If the points are

same, the more laps from 3 heats win.



8. Top 8 will get certification and top 3 will be awarded medals and cups.

B. S section Sailing boat F5-550 Mini Radio Sailing Boat (Assembling &
Sailing) Maxium 60 competitors

1. Each competitor will get a F550 Sailing Boat Kit from organizer, including: one of boat, parts,

motor, esc, radio, reciver battery and charger.

2. Extra parts can be bought through the organizer if necessary.

3. Competitors should assemble and adjust the boat under the instruction of teacher or coach

by themselves.

4. Assembling and adjustment will be in the first 3 days, and we will have competition of sailing

in the later 3 days.

5. Sailing competition rules will be according to Naviga F5 rules.

1st place 02nd place 3rd place 4th place 5th place 6th place 7th place 8th place

0 1.7 3 4 5 6 7 8

The latest points you get in 3 heats will be added together. Top 8 will be in final. If the points are

same, the more laps from 3 heats win.

6. Top 8 will get certification and top 3 will be awarded medals and cups.

C. S section F4-B (Assembling & Sailing)Maxium 60 competitors

1. Each competitor will get a F4-B Boat Kit from organizer, including: one of boat, parts, motor,

esc, radio, battery and charger.

2. Extra parts can be bought through the organizer if necessary. Competitors is not allowed to

use any parts or equipment which is not approved by organizer except radio.

3. Assembling and adjustment will be in the first 3 days, and we will have competition of sailing

in the later 3 days.

4. Sailing competition rule is according to Naviga F4 rules.

5. Top 8 will get certification and top 3 will be awarded medals and cups.

6. We will arrange 2 places or more if the competitors is too much.



IV. Registration:

We welcome all the competitors, clubs, organizations and federations to

join the competition.

Entry fee:

Euro 80 / class (each competitor can only attend one class, as all the classes

will be took place at the same time)

Dinner Euro 10 / person (optional)

Please send the registration to the organization below before Jun.15,2018:

Mr.Maciej Kozłowski Maciek.kozlowski@rconline.pl


